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The end goal is simple; to create a product and experience that surpasses
your clients and guests expectations. This is a win-win for everyone.
- Owner and chief designer Tu A. Le
Based in California, Fotopod Booth is a design and manufacturing company
specialising in photo booth products for clients in the photography, events and
corporate industries.
Consistently pushing the boundaries of the photo capturing experience, Fotopod
sells a wide range of models including, LUX Mirror Booths, the Original Kiosk Machine,
Nano Pod and the newly developed, patent-pending 360 Orb system. Those looking
to start up their own photo booth business or upgrade their current equipment to the
latest technology can benefit from custom turnkey solutions and affordable financing
options, with no franchise fees or yearly service add-ons.
Photo booths are growing in popularity as a convenient and affordable way to make any
event, wedding, or birthday party an instant hit. The judging panel praised Fotopod’s
innovative team, who have extensive experience in high-end photography, computer
graphics, digital animation, and prop design. Many of the staff have worked at major
Hollywood studios, including Sony, Disney, and Lucasfilm L td., t aking t heir ‘ moviemagic’ know-how and directly applying it to their own concepts and technologies.
The company’s signature photo booth (Original Kiosk Machine) has a unique electriclifting column design, the perfect solution to traditional stationary photo booths that
can barely accommodate guests of various heights. It is purposely constructed to
mimic a large smartphone – taking the phrase ‘taking a selfie’ to a whole new level!
Fotopod offers turnkey packages such as the “patented” inflatable soft-box Dynamic
LED enclosure system. This premier package makes high-end lighting, set up and
transportation completely stress-free. Studio quality photos can be instantly printed or
emailed, and with the photo booth’s capacitive touchscreen, event guests can upload
their photos to social media sites such as Facebook and Instagram with just a few taps.
If a client is unsure which model might be right for them, experienced agents are more
than happy to help with the decision-making process and offer a r eal-time d emo.
Meanwhile, the company’s website contains detailed specifications on each product in
a handy comparison table. Fotopod also ships worldwide and has a hassle-free returns
system. For their rental service, the company can provide a knowledgeable attendant
who will remain on-site throughout the whole event, ready to answer questions,
supply props and ensure everything runs smoothly.
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